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Abstract13

This paper integrates scaling theory with variation in systems of governance to14

help explain cross-cultural differences in the energy use of human polities. In15

both industrial and pre-industrial polities, systems of governance moderate the16

scaling of population and energy use. Polities with more inclusive governance17

systems display, on average, lower energy use per agent. However, as popu-18

lations increase in size, the energy consumed by polities with more inclusive19

governance increases faster than among polities with less inclusive governance.20

These results support the hypothesis that more inclusive governance systems21

help generate a virtuous cycle of increasing trust, larger-scale cooperation, and22

more productive economies; however, a byproduct of this process is an expand-23

ing network–energy throughput tradeoff: Good governance empowers individ-24

uals and firms to connect and cooperate. At the same time, similar to Jevons’25

classic efficiency paradox, scaling-up this empowerment requires a system, as26

a whole, to consume ever greater amounts of energy and materials from the27

earth’s ecosystems.28
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Decades of research indicates that human societies display many of the same eco-31

logical patterns as other animal species (e.g., Barsbai et al., 2021; Brown et al., 2014;32

Burger et al., 2017, 2012; Burnside et al., 2012; Cashdan, 2001; Hamilton et al., 2012,33

2007; Freeman et al., 2020; Freeman & Anderies, 2015; Freeman, 2012; Tallavaara34

et al., 2018). Yet, one of the salient features of human societies is their diverse range35

of social norms, rules, and, technologies, often, coexisting in very similar ecosystems36

(e.g., Ullah et al., 2015). A central question emerges from this tension between the37

generality of ecological patterns among many species, including humans, and human38

specific variation in social norms, rules, etc.: Do differences in the rules and norms39

that structure societies induce differences in the basic patterns of human ecology?40

In this paper, we contribute to answering this question by assessing the relationship41

between governance systems–formal and informal rules and norms related to collec-42

tive action and the control of within-group violence–and a robust pattern in human43

(and animal) ecology: The sub-linear scaling of population size and the use of energy44

(or space). Specifically, we devise a formal model to articulate a hypothesis for the45

effect of governance systems on population-energy scaling. The model helps illustrate46

a potential a trade-off between energy use and social network extent. Next, we use47

four data sets on the energy/territory use of industrial and pre-industrial polities to48

assess the the consistency of cross-cultural data with the model. Finally, we discuss49

the observed effects of governance systems on the energy use of human polities and50

raise questions for future research.51

Population size, energy use, and governance systems52

Numerous studies document that human population size and the use of energy (or53

space) display a sub-linear relationship among hunter-gatherer, agricultural, and in-54

dustrial societies (e.g., Brown et al., 2014; Burger et al., 2012; Burnside et al., 2012;55

DeLong & Burger, 2015; Hamilton et al., 2020, 2016, 2012, 2009, 2007; Freeman et al.,56

2018; Freeman, 2016; Freeman & Anderies, 2015). This sub-linear relationship paral-57

lels the long documented sub-linear scaling of body size and energy/space use among58

terrestrial mammals (e.g., Brown et al., 2004; Hamilton et al., 2007; Jetz et al., 2004;59

Lindstedt et al., 1986; McNab, 1963; Milton & May, 1976) and suggests that as group60

size increases, people use energy more efficiently (i.e., generate economies of scale).61

Given its ubiquity, along with others (Burnside et al., 2012; Hamilton et al., 2012),62

we consider the sub-linear scaling of population and energy use a basic ecological rule63

of energy use in human societies. Yet, the question remains whether this basic rule64

is modified in regular ways by the large differences in governance systems observed65

among human societies.66

Here, by governance systems we mean the interlocking sets of formal and informal67

norms and rules that limit conflict and structure the scale and stability of collective68
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action in social groups (North et al., 2009), and by norms and rules we mean the so-69

cially learned information shared between a group of peers and/or across generations,70

that shapes the opportunity costs of social interactions (e.g., North, 1990; Richerson71

& Boyd, 1998). Long-standing arguments in the social sciences posit that variation in72

how human groups construct their governance systems impacts, via a positive feed-73

back process, the performance of human economies (e.g., Fukuyama, 2014; Henrich,74

2020; Hammel, 2005; North et al., 2009; Putnam et al., 1993). If correct, then vari-75

ation in governance systems should modify human behavior in ways that modify the76

basic scaling of population and energy use in human societies. To describe how and77

why, in this section we first define a basic continuum of governance systems among78

human societies. Next, we describe two qualitative arguments for how differences in79

governance might lead to differences in economic performance and, ultimately, the80

scaling of population and energy use of human societies.81

First, governance systems vary along a continuum from exclusive, patron-client82

dominated networks, often structured along lines of blood kinship, to more inclusive83

(though not universally so) voluntary associations of kin and non-kin alike that al-84

low/favor cooperation across many unrelated individuals (e.g., Blanton & Fargher,85

2008; Fukuyama, 2014; Henrich, 2020; North et al., 2009; Putnam et al., 1993). Hen-86

rich and colleagues coin the concept of kinship intensity to describe this continuum87

(Henrich, 2020; Schulz et al., 2019a). More intensive kinship describes governance sys-88

tems in which relatives form tight, reciprocal relationships that favor high in-group89

trust, collectivism, and cross-cousin marriages as patriarchs consolidate control over90

resources and mobilize defense against other such kin groups (Henrich, 2020; Mur-91

dock, 1967). For example, speaking of extreme cases, Hammel states “The politics of92

African, Near Eastern, and Central Asian segmentary societies may often be under-93

stood by the repeatedly cited [Bedouin] proverb: Myself [stands] against my brother,94

my brother and I [stand] against my cousin, my cousin and I [stand] against the95

stranger.” (Hammel, 2005, 11954). More extensive kinship, conversely, describes a96

situation in which individuals increase the size of their social-networks via general-97

ized norms that emphasize forming bonds outside of blood kin, leading to socialization98

pressures that emphasize more trust of strangers, reciprocity/reputation effects with99

non-kin, and voluntary associations (Henrich, 2020; Hill et al., 2014; Ostrom, 1998).100

North and colleagues, working on modern states, as well as Blanton and col-101

leagues studying pre-modern states, describe a similar continuum of governance sys-102

tems (Blanton & Fargher, 2008; Blanton et al., 1996; North et al., 2009). In their103

terms, limited access states are very similar to intensive kinship systems. Limited104

access states describe polities in which elites and their clients control violence by105

establishing patron-client relationships based on norms of patriarchy, pay rents to106

motivate compliance, and provision public goods to a limited coalition (North et al.,107

2009). Inclusive states, conversely, describe polities in which elites share power across108
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segments of society, relying on impersonal, voluntary associations and civic institu-109

tions to shape voluntary compliance in the limiting of violence and provision of public110

goods (North et al., 2009). Importantly, any governance system contains actors en-111

gaged in reinforcing tight-knit groups via patron-client strategies and actors engaged112

in strategies that increase the size and scope of social groups through voluntary clubs,113

rituals, and gifts that establish social bonds. Governance systems vary in the mix114

of strategies used and reinforced through norms and rules from more inclusive–well115

developed civic institutions that cross-cut many social groups–to less inclusive, more116

modular social groups (e.g., Blanton & Fargher, 2008; Putnam et al., 1993; North117

et al., 2009).118

Second, multiple scholars argue that different governance systems give rise to dif-119

ferent positive feedback processes that, in turn, create differences in the long-term120

economic performance of human societies (e.g., Fukuyama, 2014; Henrich, 2020; North121

et al., 2009; Putnam et al., 1993). In evolutionary psychology, Henrich argues that kin-122

ship intensity (the inclusiveness of governance) impacts psychological traits through123

socialization related to fairness, trust, and individualism. And, in turn, levels of trust,124

fairness, and individualism scale-up to structure and/or reinforce social networks by125

reducing the cost, to individuals, of forming cooperative networks beyond close kin.126

This process, Henrich argues, increases the economic productivity of a polity through127

mechanisms such as higher rates of information exchange and innovation in larger co-128

operative networks (Henrich, 2020). Similarly, in institutional economics and political129

science, Putnam et al. (1993) argue that participation in civic organizations creates130

norms of generalized reciprocity and networks of trusting (genetically) unrelated in-131

dividuals. These norms of generalized reciprocity create social capital in Putnam’s132

terms and increase the ability of individuals to work in concert to solve the collective133

action problems associated with providing public goods and limiting violence at large134

scales. The more effective and large-scale provision of public goods, in turn, leads to135

increases in economic performance, which leads to more civic participation, and sus-136

tains high levels of social capital in a virtuous cycle. The ‘controller’ of the virtuous137

cycle, as with Henrich’s argument, is the effect of treating non-kin as kin to enable138

collective action and, thus, provide public goods at larger-scales.139

The above arguments converge on a basic point: Norms and intuitions favoring140

trust and a low opportunity cost of cooperation beyond close are an essential compo-141

nent of a positive feedback process that leads to geographic differences in economic142

performance. Rules and norms that favor treating non-kin as kin decrease the cost to143

an individual of forming and joining extensive social networks. In turn, the presence144

of larger-scale networks increases the economic performance of a polity as a whole. If145

this argument has merit, then the proposed positive feedback process ‘controlled’ by146

the inclusiveness of governance systems should moderate the scaling of population size147

and energy use in human polities through an expanding network–energy use tradeoff.148
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Specifically, inclusive governance systems that increase the ability of individuals to149

‘wire-up’ should increase the energetic efficiency of polities at small scales (low pop-150

ulations). However, inclusive governance systems should lead to decreased efficiency151

at large scales, relative to polities with more exclusive governance systems, due to152

all of the ‘wires’ produced in the process of generating a higher level of economic153

productivity.154

A Formal Model of Energy Use155

To formalize and evaluate the expanding network-energy use tradeoff hypothesis, we156

combine the assumptions of scaling models proposed by human ecologists (e.g., Brown157

et al., 2014; Hamilton et al., 2012, 2007; Freeman & Anderies, 2015) and the IPAT158

(Impact = Population × Affluence × T echnology) model proposed by environmental159

economists (e.g., Ehrlich & Holdren, 1971; Freeman et al., 2018; York et al., 2003) to160

describe the energy use of human polities. We build the model in three steps. First, we161

describe the metabolic expenditure of an average individual (metabolism for short);162

second, we multiply the metabolism of an average individual by the population size of163

a polity. In these first two steps, we explicitly account for the possibility that larger164

populations generate economies of scale in energy use as actors fill space to live and165

reproduce. Finally, we propose that the form of a governance system impacts how166

individuals interact in a population, modifying the scaling of population and energy167

use in human polities.168

Individual metabolism169

We assume that an average individual’s metabolic expense (energy/time), M , is a170

function of 3 variables: M = m(C,K, P ). The variable C represents the complexity171

of physical infrastructure that individuals must contribute to building and maintain-172

ing to live and reproduce in a society; K represents the inclusiveness of rules and173

norms and social capital that impacts the energy necessary to form and maintain,174

on average, a social bond; and the dependence of M on population size, P , captures175

the fact that population size may interact with physical infrastructure and social net-176

works in a non-linear way (e.g., sharing resources may create economies of scale in177

energy use). Typically, M is estimated in three ways in human populations. Basal178

metabolism is the expenditure of energy to sustain the basic somatic function of a179

biological organism at rest, and this quantity is only ever relevant in controlled lab180

settings. More relevant here are (1) the energy required to sustain basal metabolism181

and the activity of an organism to live and reproduce in real environments (‘field182

metabolism’); and (2) the entirety of the energy used to support well-being, includ-183

ing field metabolism and all other functions of a human population in a cultural184
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context (extrasomatic metabolism).185

We map an average individual’s energy use as field metabolism amplified by the186

physical infrastructure and social infrastructure used by a population to support187

their total, culturally defined, well-being (extrasomatic metabolism). To define M ,188

thus, we start by assuming a constant field metabolic rate, mb (energy/person/time)189

required for somatic maintenance and reproduction that has evolved over the last two190

million years in the Homo lineage (Pontzer et al., 2012). Of course, this rate varies191

between individuals based on muscle mass and sex; however, Pontzer et al. (2016)192

find that even among very active adult populations, the total daily expenditure of193

energy is constrained by an upper boundary, that holds across cultures, of about194

4000-5000 Kilocalories per day. The extrasomatic component of M , on the other195

hand, varies much more and depends on the complexity of built infrastructure (C),196

such as: Roads, bridges, canals, sewers, etc. that populations use and the energetics197

of forming and maintaining governance systems, social infrastructure (K), at a given198

population size (P ). We assume that the effects of C, K, and P are multiplicative,199

such that m(C,K, P ) = fC(C)fK(K)fP (P ), and we define each of the functional200

forms below based on previous work and available data.201

We assume that the metabolism of an average individual increases exponentially202

as the complexity, C of a polity’s physical infrastructure system increases (Figure 1A).203

Here by complexity we mean the amount and diversity of built systems for managing204

ecosystem flows (e.g., canals) and transport costs (e.g., roads). For example, mobile205

hunter-gatherers use simple foot paths (often made by other animals) to decrease206

transportation costs. Very little energy expenditure goes into building and main-207

taining such foot paths. Industrial societies, conversely, purposely invest in roads,208

bridges, and railroads to decrease transportation costs. This investment in diverse209

transport architectures requires a lot of energy expenditure to procure large amounts210

of diverse materials, such as: cement, steel, and wire, and energy to maintain these211

structures in the face of constant decay. Thus, as a first approximation, we assume212

that the energy used by an average individual, holding population equal, grows ex-213

ponentially as the complexity of a physical infrastructure system grows. We capture214

this by writing the average metabolism of an individual as fC(C) = mbe
β1C . The215

unknown coefficient β1 is restricted to positive values and scales the rate of change in216

energy use as complexity increases.217

For a given level of built infrastructure complexity, populations must form and218

maintain systems of governance (Crawford & Ostrom, 1995; North, 1990). To capture219

the effect of the inclusiveness of governance systems on metabolism, we note that220

individuals must pay a transaction cost (energy per person per unit time) to establish221

and maintain a social bond. This is because individuals must spend time talking,222

helping each other, or making and distributing gifts to establish trust and confidence223

in the functioning of a social group. In a classic ethnographic example, L. Bohannon224
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Figure 1: Basic model relationships and hypotheses. A–The proposed effect of infrastruc-
ture complexity on the average energy used per individual per unit time. B–The proposed
effect of inclusive norms (higher values=more inclusive) on the average energy used per
individual per unit time to form a social connection. C–Holding infrastructure complexity
equal, the proposed feedback effect of norms on the scaling of total energy consumed and
population among polities with more inclusive vs. exclusive norms, respectively.

learned that Tiv woman continually “create their society” through an endless cycle of225

gifts. Such activities built trust and signaled a commitment to help each other in farm226

labor and in the face of unpredictable events (Bohannan & Bohannan, 1968). More227

explicitly, Baŕı forager-horticulturalists produce crops beyond the needs of their local228

longhouse groups to host visitors for singing and gift exchange ceremonies (Beckerman229

& Lizarralde, 2013). The relationships formed during these visits form the basis230

of marriages and the ability of families to shift residence between longhouses. In231

short, forming relationships takes energy, and we believe that this much is intuitive.232

However, the shape of the curve that relates the energy expenditure of an average233

individual to the form of a governance system has not been the subject of much234

investigation (but see Hill et al., 2011).235

Here, as a first cut, we describe the shape of the curve as fK(K) = mke
−αK , where236

K indicates the inclusiveness of governance in a population; mk defines the maximum237

transaction cost multiplier that sets the tolerance level of effort that strangers are238
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willing expend to develop a social bond and work toward a joint goal; and α defines the239

rate of change in the average energetic cost of forming a bond as governance systems240

become more inclusive (Figure 1B). We constrain K and α to be strictly positive.241

This function recognizes that as governance becomes more inclusive, the marginal242

decrease in the energy necessary to form a social bond declines. Further, the function243

captures the assumption of Henrich’s and Putnam and colleague’s virtuous cycle244

arguments that the norms of a governance system, operating via trust and fairness245

(social capital), impact the distribution of the costs of forming social relationships for246

a typical individual.247

Specifically, as the scale of trust and fairness increase in a polity (as one would ex-248

pect in more inclusive governance systems), the distribution of pairwise energetic costs249

becomes unimodal and right skewed. Conversely, in a polity with highly restricted250

groups with high levels of trust based on patriarchy and patron-client norms (less251

inclusive of non-kin), the distribution of costs will resemble a bimodal distribution252

(one mode representing costs with kin, one with non-kin). Further, as norms become253

more exclusive of non-kin, the more distinct the bimodal distribution becomes, and254

the distance between peaks increases. We assume that as a distribution of such costs255

becomes more bimodal and the peaks more distinct, the more the mean energy expen-256

diture of forming a social bond approaches the maximum tolerable wattage of mk.257

The bimodal distributions have a higher mean energetic cost because, we assume,258

that mk is very similar across human polities. At some allocation level, time (and259

energy) spent in forming social bonds must take time away from alternative activities260

essential for somatic maintenance. Systems with less inclusive institutions and, thus,261

social capital, will have more potential edges in a social network closer to this upper262

limit (mk) than systems with more inclusive institutions, raising the mean energy263

expenditure of forming a social bond for a typical individual in such systems.264

Given the effects of a system’s physical (C) and social (K) infrastructure, we can265

now model the potential effect of population size on the interaction of individuals and266

the average metabolism of an individual. Previous work suggests that individuals in267

a population interact in some way that allows them to more efficiently use energy268

as population increases in size–an economy of scale (Burnside et al., 2012; Hamilton269

et al., 2020, 2012, 2007; Freeman et al., 2018; Freeman, 2016; Freeman & Anderies,270

2015). We capture the general scale effect of the interaction between individuals in a271

population by assuming that fP (P ) = mPP
−β2 , where mP is a unit conversion factor272

that, without loss of generality, is set to 1; P ≥ 1, and β2 ≥ 0. When β2 = 0, then273

no economy of scale exists; rather, M = fC(C)fK(K). However, when 0 < β2, then274

energy use per individual becomes more efficient as population increases in size. The275

higher the value of β2, the more that efficiency increases as population size increases276

due to increasing returns to scale. Given our assumptions so far, we have277
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M = m(K,C, P ) = fC(C)fK(K)fP (P ) = mbe
β1Cmke

−αKP−β2 . (1)

Population size and energy use278

Given equation 1, we can now write the energy use of a human polity as:279

E = m(K,C, P )P = mbe
β1Cmke

−αKP 1−β2 (2)

where E is the energy consumed over a given interval of time, and P is population size280

over that interval of time. In summary, equation 2 states that a polity’s consumption281

of energy results from each individual’s expenditure of energy multiplied by the size282

of a population. Each individual’s energy expense depends upon the diversity and283

amount of physical material a population constructs to manage ecosystem flows and284

the average energy expended on social interactions.285

We can simplify the above equation by setting mbmk = MB, and βs = 1 − β2.286

This allows us to re-write equation 2 as:287

E = m(K,C, P )P = MBe
β1Ce−αKP βs (3)

where the the scaling coefficient, βs, reflects the strength of the interaction between288

individuals in a population that leads to economies of scale in the energy use of human289

polities. The mechanisms behind this interaction and why the interaction may vary290

in strength from polity-to-polity remain open questions. However, the expanding291

network–energy use tradeoff hypothesis suggests a potential answer.1292

Moderating the population–energy relationship293

The expanding network–energy use hypothesis proposes that inclusive governance cre-294

ates higher levels of social capital (treating strangers like kin). Higher social capital,295

in turn, leads to individuals who seek out connections by forming social groups, such296

as voluntary associations and, thus, an increased growth in the number of connec-297

tions between actors as a polity’s population size increases. Similarly, less inclusive298

governance leads to more restricted networks with dense modules (kin groups) and299

minimal cross-cutting ties between modules. Such networks reinforce high in-group300

trust, low out-group trust, and, thus, less integration of a polity per unit increase301

in population (Henrich, 2020; Putnam et al., 1993). Following this line of reasoning,302

1A reviewer noted that if mk is a lot less than mb, then Mb would mostly reflect mb rather than
differences in mk. This is a possibility, though the ethnographic examples cited suggest that the
energy expended on social bonds is not a negligible component of an average individual’s everyday
energy expenditure, mb. We suggest future research regarding this possibility in the Discussion.
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we propose that human networks face an energy tradeoff analogous to the one faced303

by physical brains. Wiring-up more neurons creates better and more easily re-wired304

maps of the world. However, a better ability to wire-up requires a faster increase305

in energy use as a brain grows in size, not just to feed more neurons, but to pay306

for all of the new connections (Schwarzlose, 2021). The same process should apply307

to polities with different governance systems. As human populations grow, polities308

with individuals who wire-up more effectively should be forced to use more energy309

than populations with individuals who form dense, modular social connections. As a310

consequence, energy use should increases more per unit increase in population among311

polities with more inclusive governance systems (i.e, βs exclusive < βs inclusive, Figure312

1C).313

Results314

Evaluating the expanding network–energy use tradeoff hypothesis requires estimating315

the amount of energy consumed by a given polity over a given period of time t. This is316

directly possible among contemporary, industrial polities and, indirectly, via territory317

size, among pre-industrial polities. This indirect estimate of energy use follows from318

research demonstrating that the size of an animal’s territory estimates the energy that319

an individual needs to consume (e.g., Brown et al., 2004; Jetz et al., 2004; Lindstedt320

et al., 1986; Milton & May, 1976; McNab, 1963). On average, the larger an animal’s321

body size, the larger its territory, because big animals consume more energy than322

small animals (McNab, 1963). Applying such models to pre-industrial populations323

assumes that the size of a group’s territory reflects the area needed to consume energy324

by a population of size P at a given point in time (e.g., Hamilton et al., 2020, 2016,325

2009, 2007; Freeman, 2016; Freeman & Anderies, 2015). Given these basic patterns326

of animal and human ecology, we can rewrite equation (3) in terms of territory size327

as:328

A =
MBe

β1Ce−αK

Es

P βs (4)

where Es describes the supply of energy in a given environment. We define Es =329

NPP = c1e
β4T , where T is temperature in degrees Celsius of a given ecosystem330

or set of ecosystems occupied by a population; c1 is an unknown constant; and β4331

and c1 are constrained to positive values. This function assumes that the energy332

available in a given area for an average individual increases exponentially as the333

temperature of an ecosystem increases (Brown et al., 2004; Hamilton et al., 2007).334

Further, if temperature is below 0, then the energy available exponentially decreases,335

approaching 0 as temperature becomes more negative. Setting Ma = MB/c1, we can336
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re-write equation 4 as337

A = Mae
β1Ce−αKe−β4TP βs . (5)

The area occupied by a polity results from the average metabolic expense of an indi-338

vidual multiplied by the production of energy in a set of ecosystems and population339

size.340

To evaluate equations (3) and (5), we take the natural log of the right and left341

hand sides of these equations and fit a general linear model that explicitly takes342

into account the space and time dependence of errors in industrial and pre-industrial343

polity data sets, respectively (see equations 6 and 7 in Data and Methods). Crucially,344

we add an interaction term between population and the inclusiveness of governance345

systems with the coefficient βsk that moderates βs and allows us to evaluate the null346

hypothesis that βs exclusive = βs inclusive. The expanding network hypothesis predicts347

that we should reject this null hypothesis, and that βsk will positively moderate348

population–energy/territory scaling. Table 1 and Fig. 2 display the key results of our349

analysis.350

Table 1 illustrates that the effect of inclusive governance systems (α) is nega-351

tive among industrial and pre-industrial polities. This indicates that the average352

metabolic expense of forming social connections decreases among polities with more353

inclusive governance systems. As expected, both pre-industrial and industrial polities354

display a sub-linear scaling, as estimated by βs, of population and energy use. Simi-355

larly, the positive value of the interaction coefficient βsk indicates that as governance356

systems become more inclusive, the slope of the relationship between population and357

energy use increases.358

Figures 2A and 2B visually illustrate how the interaction of governance system359

and population size impacts energy use in pre-industrial and industrial polities. One360

reads these heat maps by fixing their gaze at a particular natural log of population361

size and then tracking the change in colored tiles in a horizontal line from left to right.362

For example, looking from left to right in Figure 2A at lnP = 13 indicates that as363

the inclusiveness of governance systems increases, the use of energy declines. The364

same pattern holds in pre-industrial polities. Scanning from left to right in Figure365

2B at lnP = 7, as the inclusiveness of governance systems increases, the use of space366

declines. Conversely, at a high population size (e.g., lnP = 18), as the inclusiveness367

of governance, increases, energy use increases. These patterns are consistent with the368

expanding network–energy use tradeoff hypothesis. More inclusive governance results369

in more energy efficient polities at small populations but less energy efficient polities370

at large populations.371

Table 1 and Figures 2C and 2D also illustrates that the effect of physical infras-372

tructure complexity (β1) is positive among both industrial and pre-industrial polities.373
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Table 1: INLA regression coefficient estimates, standard errors, and confidence
intervals for GLMs in eq. 6 and 7, reporting only the key variables (full models with
basis coefficients reported in the Supplementary Material, Appendix 1).

(A) Contemporary Industrial Polities
Variable Coeff. Symbol Coefficient Std. Error 95% C.I.
lnMB β0 -19.8300 3.0130 [-25.73, -13.92]
C β1 0.2977 0.0162 [0.27, 0.33]
lnP βs 0.5609 0.0134 [0.53, 0.59]
K α -3.3950 0.1290 [-3.65, -3.14]
lnP ∗K βsk 0.2120 0.0079 [0.20, 0.23]
Lon ζ0 0.0350 0.0067 [0.02, 0.05]
Lat ζ1 0.1201 0.0114 [0.10, 0.14]
Time ζ2 0.0120 0.0011 [0.0098, 0.0141]
Lon ∗ Lat ζ3 0.0012 0.0001 [0.0009, 0.0014]
Lon ∗ Time ζ4 0.00005 0.00001 [0.00002, 0.00007]
Lat ∗ Time ζ5 -0.0001 0.00003 [-0.00014, -0.00001]
N 3996
AIC 7055.78
BIC 7200.53
Pseudo R2 0.89

(B) Pre-industrial Polities minimum imputed
Variable Coeff. Symbol Coefficient Std. Error 95% C.I.
lnMa β0 -13.1600 24.3900 [-60.96, 34.64]
C β1 1.1870 0.2756 [0.65, 1.73]
lnP βs 0.5405 0.0567 [0.43, 0.65]
K α -1.9200 0.8741 [-3.63, -0.21]
lnP ∗K βsk 0.1625 0.0605 [0.04, 0.28]
T β4 -0.0452 0.0159 [-0.08, -0.01]
Lon ζ0 -0.0791 0.1369 [-0.35, 0.19]
Lat ζ1 0.7921 0.2819 [0.24, 1.34]
Time ζ2 -0.0508 0.0292 [-0.11, 0.01]
Lon ∗ Lat ζ3 -0.0057 0.0011 [-0.0077, -0.0036]
Lon ∗ Time ζ4 -0.0002 0.0002 [-0.0006, 0.0002]
Lat ∗ Time ζ5 0.0019 0.0008 [0.0004, 0.0034]
N 493
AIC 1517.88
BIC 1614.49
Pseudo R2 0.75
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Figure 2: Marginal effect heat maps. Colored tiles represent energy use/territory size. In
A and B, the highest energy use is observed among large populations with inclusive gover-
nance. In C and D, holding population size constant, energy use increases as infrastructure
complexity increases. Industrial polities (E) in the S. Hemisphere tend to consume less
energy than polities in the N. Hemisphere, and all polities increased energy consumption
over 37 years. Pre-industrial polities (F) at high latitudes increased in size over the last
3000 years, and polities at tropical latitudes decreased in size.
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As the infrastructure complexity of a polity increases, the amount of energy used by a374

fixed population grows exponentially. In addition, among pre-industrial polities, Ta-375

ble 1 indicates that territories become larger as polities occupy colder environments.376

Finally, Figures 2E and 2F illustrate the interaction effects of latitude and the377

year of observation on energy use. Note, all controls on the space-time dependencies378

of errors are reported in the Supplementary Material, Appendix 1, Table S1. Here,379

we observe two patterns not accounted for by the expanding network–energy use380

hypothesis. (1) Among industrial polities, polities in the S. Hemisphere tend to381

consume less energy than polities in the N. Hemisphere, and all polities increased382

energy use over 37 years. This may reflect a history of development and colonization383

over space and the process of globalization making polities more interconnected and,384

thus, needing to pay for such connections with more energy expenditure over time385

(1975 to 2012). (2) Among pre-industrial polities, all else equal, polities in tropical386

locations have become smaller over the last 3,000 years, and polities in colder locations387

have become larger. Again, this pattern may be driven by the historical circumstance388

that many European polities engaged in extensive colonization over the last 500 years,389

whereas polities in warmer settings did not.390

Discussion391

Decades of research indicates that human societies display many of the same ecological392

patterns as mammals and other species (e.g., Barsbai et al., 2021; Brown et al., 2014;393

Burger et al., 2017, 2012; Burnside et al., 2012; Cashdan, 2001; Hamilton et al., 2012,394

2007; Freeman et al., 2020; Freeman & Anderies, 2015; Freeman, 2012; Tallavaara395

et al., 2018), such as a sub-linear relationship between population and energy/space396

use. Yet, human societies also display a wide range of governance systems that may397

modify basic patterns of human ecology. To address this possibility, we asked whether398

differences in governance systems impacts the level of energy use and moderates the399

scaling of population and energy use among industrial and pre-industrial polities.400

Our results indicate that polities with more inclusive governance systems display, on401

average, lower energy use per agent. However, as populations increase in size, the en-402

ergy consumed by polities with more inclusive governance increases faster than among403

polities with less inclusive governance. Our results are consistent with the expanding404

network–energy use tradeoff hypothesis. More inclusive norms create incentives for405

psychological traits associated with more trust, fairness, and individualism, and, in406

turn, these traits lead to more extensive networks and greater economic productivity407

(Henrich, 2020; Putnam et al., 1993). This positive feedback process, although de-408

creasing the energy expenditure of forming social relationships for an individual, must409

increase the energy expended by a polity as a whole to pay for all of the extra ‘wires’410
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generated when populations increase in size. Put simply, as the network is scaled up,411

the cost of maintaining network infrastructure begins to outweigh the benefits gained412

by improving collaborative and cooperative potential. These results raise important413

implications and challenges for future research.414

Implications415

(1) All sustainability challenges require governance systems that align the priori-416

ties of actors with diverse preferences, experiences, and beliefs (Baggio et al., 2022).417

The institutions and norms of governance systems are a social infrastructure that,418

like physical infrastructure, require energy to build and maintain. Our results indi-419

cate that, similar to Jevons’ classic efficiency paradox, a sustainability paradox may420

emerge in human systems. More inclusive systems of governance decrease the energy421

necessary for diverse actors to form coalitions with aligned priorities; yet, as such422

coalitions enlarge, human systems must consume more energy and materials from the423

earth’s ecosystems to fund such inclusive systems of governance. As has been pointed424

out for decades, the natural resources on earth have limits (e.g., Brown et al., 2014;425

Catton, 1987; Ehrlich & Holdren, 1971). The positive feedback between inclusive426

governance, the provision of large-scale public goods, and economic performance (the427

growth paradigm) not only has built in energetic costs (Brown et al., 2014), but a428

contradiction. To sustain the governance systems necessary to integrate diverse actors429

on a global scale, human populations will need to pump more extrametabolic energy430

into governance systems and economies, not less. Understanding this full accounting431

allows policy to focus not only on promoting inclusive norms, but also how we will432

maintain (at a cost) those norms over the long-term.433

On a darker note, our results indicate that large populations with exclusive sys-434

tems of governance actually display more energetic efficiency than large populations435

with inclusive governance systems. This raises the possibility that, in resource con-436

strained environments, cultural evolution will favor exclusive systems of governance437

over more inclusive, or in systems terms, cultural evolution may favor efficiency over438

power (Odum, 2007). This possibility has an insidious contradiction built into the439

political and economic realities that, while more energetically efficient, such exclusive440

systems do not align the priorities of diverse actors. Thus, cooperative agreements441

between actors, say to eliminate fossil fuel emissions, will be harder to enact.442

(2) Our comparison of data sets from industrial and pre-industrial societies im-443

plies that the same dynamics operate in both. This result needs further investigation444

across more data sets. Our analysis may be capturing a consistent effect of gover-445

nance systems on the scaling of population and energy use. It is also possible that446

because the inclusiveness of governance systems was measured differently in the data447

sets, the consistency across data sets could be spurious. This is always a research448
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challenge in comparative analyses. We have addressed this challenge here by using449

the positive correlation of multiple measures, argued on the basis of theory, to make450

operational the construct of the inclusiveness of a governance system (see Data and451

Methods). Another way to address this problem is through the replication of our452

study and results across many different data sets. Such studies would attempt to453

replicate the construct of the inclusiveness of governance systems using different vari-454

ables. Our study warrants such future studies that attempt to replicate results across455

different data sets. This is important because our results contradict one of the fun-456

damental assumptions of the modern global order: Modern polities and economies457

are qualitatively different from pre-modern polities (e.g., Fukuyama, 2014) and, thus,458

pre-modern polities are of little relevance to understanding contemporary societal459

challenges.460

Challenges461

Developing a full accounting of the energetic costs of governance systems requires more462

research into the relationship between individual energy expenditure and building and463

maintaining social relationships under different governance systems. There are two464

issues raised by our model and analysis that require more research and place our465

results into the context of these research needs.466

(1) We assume that more inclusive governance systems lower the mean Joules/minute467

necessary to form and maintain a social relationship. We also assume that an upper468

limit exists in all human societies in terms of how much energy per unit time an469

individual can tolerate investing in a social relationship. This makes sense if energy470

invested in getting food and forming a friendship, for example, are substitutes, but471

may make less sense if energy spent on such activities are complements. Evidence472

from time allocation studies of non-human primates suggests a non-linear, increasing473

relationship between time spent grooming (forming social bonds) and increases in474

group size (Dunbar, 2003, 1998). Dunbar argues that this indicates that non-human475

primates must give-up foraging efficiency as they live in larger groups due to the time476

costs, and, by inference, energy expenditure, necessary for social bonding (Dunbar,477

2011). Our assumption follows this line of reasoning, though an important issue is478

how much humans can integrate social and food getting activities more so than other479

primates, thus creating complementary energy expenditure activities.480

(2) We assume that governance systems impact the distribution of individual en-481

ergetic costs to form social relationships in a population, and that these costs are a482

non-negligible component of an average individual’s energy budget. All social inter-483

actions require a time expense. No one shows up at a Parent Teacher Association484

meeting and begins proposing policy. The first meeting is all about introductions485

and establishing familiarity. Like grooming among non-human primates, this takes486
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time, and, thus, energy. The process occurs in trade between small-scale societies487

as groups and individuals invest in dinners, dances, and ceremonial gifts to establish488

fictive kin bonds that form the basis of more sustained, mundane trade and coopera-489

tion (e.g., Beckerman & Lizarralde, 2013; Graeber, 2012; Hill et al., 2014; Wiessner,490

1998). In our model, we hypothesize that in societies with more inclusive governance491

systems people spend less time in these “getting to know you” activities, on aver-492

age, because trust is more easily established among non-kin. This idea is empirically493

testable through empirical or experimental time-allocation studies. One could observe494

voluntary, anonymous groups in societies with inclusive vs. less inclusive governance495

systems and expect that in more inclusive societies, it takes groups less time to begin496

working together on a joint task than in less inclusive societies. Further, one could497

compare the energy expenditure of individuals who form many social bonds and those498

who do not, controlling for governance system and body mass, to potentially infer499

whether the expense on building social bonds is non-negligible as we contend.500

Data and Methods501

We construct four data sets (available at Freeman et al. (2022)) that describe en-502

ergy/territory use, population size, and data on variation in the inclusiveness of gov-503

ernance systems among industrial and pre-industrial societies. First, we collected504

energy consumption data for contemporary countries from the International Energy505

Agency’s estimates of total energy consumption (IEA, 2016) in 146 countries from506

1975 to 2012 or 1990 to 2012, depending on the country. We combine these energy507

consumption estimates with population estimates for each country from the World508

Bank from the years 1975 to 2012 (TWB, 2016). The energy consumption data are509

self reported by each of the countries in the data set, which is a potential source of510

measurement error. We joined the population and energy consumption data with511

estimates of economic complexity collected from Hausmann et al. (2014). They mea-512

sure economic complexity using an index that captures the diversity and ubiquity of513

products in an economy (Hausmann et al., 2014). The larger the number of products514

and the more distinct, we assume the more built-up and diverse the physical infras-515

tructure of a polity. This assumes that the index of economic complexity positively516

and linearly relates to the complexity of a polity’s physical infrastructure system.517

Finally, we combined the data above with data on country level psychological518

traits and kinship intensity published by Schulz et al. (2019b). We use the inverse519

of their kinship intensity variable (KII) to estimate the inclusiveness of governance520

systems. Schulz et al. (2019c) calculated kinship intensity as a between country521

metric developed from data published in the Ethnographic Atlas. They did this by522

first estimating the kinship intensity of ethno-lingustic groups within countries, and523
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then constructed a population weighted kinship intensity estimate at the country524

level. The index estimates how closely kin groups exclusively cooperate and social525

norms favor in-group cooperation and control over resources. In short, high kinship526

intensity means an exclusive governance system focused on local group patronage and527

building in-group trust. Schulz et al. used the association of five variables from the528

Ethnographic Atlas to construct these estimates: Cross-cousin marriage preference,529

polygamy, co-residence of extended families, lineage organization, and community530

organization (Schulz et al., 2019c).531

More intensive kinship norms (less inclusive governance systems) are indicated532

by the association of greater preference for cross-cousin marriage (keeping marriages533

within a clan or lineage), larger, co-resident extended families, well defined lineages,534

and residence of lineages or clans together in settlements segregated from other lin-535

eages or clans (see Supplemental Materials, Appendix 1, Part I for more details).536

Simply, the presence or higher values for all of these variables signal less inclusive537

governance systems composed of competing kin groups rather than more inclusive538

systems in which social groups cross-cut kinship boundaries. That is, groups with539

intense kinship lack organizations, rituals, and norms that promote individuals from540

distinct clan or lineage groups to seek out and form relationships with each other.541

For instance, Henrich describes the classic ethnographich example of the Sepik542

village of Illahita in New Guinea. In this village, Tambaran Gods were adopted543

and rituals created that forced young men from different kin groups to endure and544

perform joint ceremonies (Henrich, 2020). Thus, the rituals and norms of treatment545

created bonds that cross-cut local patrilines and formed the basis of Illahita’s much546

larger population size than neighboring villages where the gods and rituals were not547

recognized (Henrich, 2020). Importantly, the kinship intensity construct correlates548

with other variables thought to measure the inclusiveness of governance systems and549

social capital. Specifically, more intensive kinship negatively correlates with survey550

measures of out-group trust, blood donations in countries, and positively with unpaid551

parking tickets at the United Nations (Henrich, 2020, P. 207, 213, 215). In our552

analysis, we use the inverse of the KII estimates such that larger values indicate more553

inclusive governance systems. We also added a fixed constant to every estimate to554

eliminate negative values for ease of interpretation.555

Second, we use a previously published dataset called Shiny Seshat (Miranda &556

Freeman, 2020) that reports the territory size, population size, and estimates of the557

treatment of non-kin as kin among pre-industrial polities. This is a cleaned and558

imputed version of the Seshat World 30 sample used in multiple publications to559

investigate the components of social complexity and the effect of religious practices on560

increases in social complexity (e.g., Turchin et al., 2018). Shiny Seshat is temporally561

resolved, corrects a variety of human errors, and uses a machine learning algorithm to562

impute missing values with a greater degree of fidelity than prior works (Miranda &563
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Freeman, 2020). Shiny Seshat contains data on 1,703 historic and prehistoric polity-564

centuries, where a polity-century refers to the estimated observation of the dependent565

variable (territory size) and independent variables in a given polity during a given566

century.567

The dependent variable of territory size is a standard estimate for each polity568

in the world sample 30 and estimates the area within the political boundaries of a569

polity in a given century. This is clearly a difficult metric to code for prehistoric570

polities due to a variety of factors. The coders of Seshat simply attempted to make571

consistent estimates, and these decisions were independent of our research question.572

The main independent variables are Population Size, Infrastructure, Temperature,573

and the inclusiveness of the governance system. Population Size, again, is estimated574

for a given polity-century. Infrastructure is a ‘complexity characteristic’ created by575

Turchin and colleagues to estimate changes in social complexity over time in the world576

30 sample (Turchin et al., 2018). The variable scales between 0 and 1 and estimates577

the presence of nine facets of infrastructure coded in Seshat: bridges, canals, ports,578

mines or quarries, roads, irrigation systems, markets, food storage sites, and drinking579

water supply systems. The presence of each facet contributes 1/9 to the metric; that580

is, 9/9 facets present is encoded as 1, 3/9 facets present is encoded as 0.333, etc.581

We assume that more types of built infrastructure scales linearlly with the overall582

complexity of a polity’s physical infrastructure system.583

Temperature is used to estimate the productivity of ecosystems occupied by a584

polity. This is a crude estimate, though, at a global scale, the productivity of terres-585

trial ecosystems associates with temperature because the productivity of an ecosys-586

tem partly depends upon the energy reaching the surface of the earth from the sun587

(Brown et al., 2004; Odum, 1997). As a first approach, we use PaleoView (Ford-588

ham et al., 2017) to estimate mean annual temperature in 100 year intervals for the589

natural geographic area of each polity identified in Seshat. PaleoView generates out-590

puts from the TRaCE21ka experiment (Liu et al., 2009, 2014; Otto-Bliesner et al.,591

2014), a Community Climate System Model, version 3 (CCSM3), and a global cou-592

pled atmosphere-ocean-sea ice-land general circulation model (AOGCM) with 3.75593

degree latitude-longitude resolution on land and sea and 3 degree resolution over the594

ocean. PaleoView re-grids the climate data to provide a 2.5 x 2.5 degree resolution595

on a global scale from 20,050 BC to 1989 AD. PaleoView has the virtue, thus, of pro-596

viding comparable paleoclimate estimates of temperature across natural geographic597

units. Such estimates of temperature may be augmented in the future by synthesiz-598

ing paleoclimate and paleoecological records from each of Seshat’s natural geographic599

areas for incorporation with the data set.600

Finally, we use three Shiny Seshat variables to estimate the inclusiveness of gov-601

ernance systems: “supernatural enforcement of fairness,” “human reciprocity,” and602

“supernatural enforcement of in-group loyalty.” These three variables track the norms603
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and rules central to creating more inclusive governance systems. (1) The “supernat-604

ural enforcement of fairness” refers to religious beliefs in which spirits or gods punish605

individuals for not acting fairly. This corresponds to Henrich’s notion that more in-606

clusive systems create incentives for individuals to treat others fairly and according to607

universal rather than situation specific standards. Indeed, intense kinship, as a proxy608

for less inclusive governance systems, negatively correlates with a propensity of indi-609

viduals to judge others according to universal standards in contemporary countries610

(Henrich, 2020, p. 209). (2) “Human reciprocity” refers to beliefs that individuals611

should engage in generalized reciprocity outside of kin groups. This variable makes612

operational Putnam and colleague’s argument that voluntary associations depend613

upon norms of trust beyond close kin (Putnam et al., 1993) and Henrich’s description614

of the Tambaran gods in Illahita (see above). (3) The “supernatural enforcement of615

in-group loyalty” refers to the presence of beliefs, spirits, or gods who enforce treat-616

ing non-kin as kin members. Inclusive governance systems depend upon such norms617

because these norms build out-group trust (Henrich, 2020).618

Known values of the three above variables are coded as: 0 for absence known619

from direct evidence; 0.1 for absence inferred from indirect evidence; 1 for presence620

known from direct evidence; and 0.9 for presence inferred from indirect evidence.621

Missing values were statistically imputed to range from 0 to 1. The value between622

0 and 1 is interpreted as a probability of a given variable’s presence. To assess623

the robustness of our results to imputed values, we replicated the analysis in three624

versions of Shiny Seshat (minimal, moderate, and full imputation; see Supplemental625

Materials, Appendix 1, Part II). We assume that the presence of the above three626

sets of norms support larger social networks by lowering the cost of interacting with627

non-kin. Thus, to estimate the inclusiveness of governance systems, we performed a628

principal component analysis of these three supernatural enforcement variables and629

used the first component of shared positive variance to create an Inclusiveness Index630

(Supplemental Materials, Appendix 1, Part II). Low values of the Inclusiveness Index631

indicate less belief in supernatural enforcement of fairness, trust, and loyalty beyond632

kin and higher values indicate belief systems that support larger, non-kin augmented633

networks. Again, we scaled this variable such that the lowest value=0.634

In order to fit our model to the above data, we use a general linear model and635

account for the effect of time, as well as control for spatial correlation among model636

errors using the FRK, spacetime, sp, gstat and INLA packages in R (R Development637

Core Team, 2008; Gräler et al., 2016; Pebesma, 2012; Pebesma & Bivand, 2005;638

Lindgren & Rue, 2015; Zammit-Mangion & Cressie, 2021). We assess our model by639

integrating the known co-variates (terms in Equations 6 and 7) together with spatial640

basis functions (Cressie et al., 2022) and use a general linear model to assess the641

relationship between energy use, population, governance system, and infrastructure642

complexity among pre-industrial and contemporary industrial polities. (Note that for643
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pre-industrial polities we use territory size (lnA) as an indirect estimate of energy644

consumption.) Specifically,645

g(lnA(s; t)) = β0(l; t) + β1C(l; t) + βs lnP (l; t) + αK(l; t) + βsk lnPK(l; t)+

β4T (l; t) +
−−−−→
ζ, (l; t)

−−−−−→
γB(l; t) + ϵ(l; t),

(6)

g(lnE(l; t) = β0(l; t) + β1C(l; t) + βs lnP (l; t) + αK(l; t) + βsk lnPK(l; t)+

+
−−−−→
ζ, (l; t) +

−−−−−→
γB(l; t) + ϵ(l; t),

(7)

where g(·) is a Gaussian general linear model with identity link. The constant β0 =646

lnMa among pre-industrial societies, and β0 = lnMB among industrial societies. The647

variable C is the complexity of an infrastructure system; P is the population size of a648

given polity; αK describes the effect of the inclusiveness of a governance system; βsk649

is the scaled effect of a governance system’s inclusiveness on the increase in energy650

use per unit increase in population; and T (used only for pre-industrial polities) is651

the estimated temperature of a given set of ecosystems within a defined territory.652

The notations l and t indicate that variables and parameters are functions of space653

and time;
−−−−→
ζ, (l; t) represents the interaction between latitude, longitude and time.654

Explicitly including space and time variables allows us to assess the effect of space655

and time on energy consumption.656

In addition, given the complexity of the earth’s surface interacting with time,657

we also account for spatial and temporal autocorrelation via
−→
γB: coefficients of vec-658

tors accounting for spatial trends and evaluated via basis functions. Basis functions659

assume an ability to decompose the surface (space) or line (time) as a linear com-660

bination of simpler functions Y (l, t) = γ1ϕ1(l, t) + ... + γnϕn, where γi are constant661

and ϕi are known basis functions given by ϕ(i) = exp
(
−∥i∥2

2σ2

)
. Given that spatio-662

temporal data represent points on a spherical object, basis functions can be thought663

of as a decomposition of space (similar to time-series decomposed into trend, season-664

ality, and stochastic components). These functions are evaluated at specific space665

and/or time points and the resulting vector is added as a fixed effect in the overall666

general linear model in equation 6 or 7, respectively. Here, we employ spatial basis667

functions only, where their coefficients define random vectors representing time effects668

(see Supplemental Materials, Appendix 1, Table S1).669

Finally, the results presented in the main paper (Table 1 and Figure 2) were gen-670

erated using INLA regression (discussed above). In addition to this analysis, we used671

two additional regression techniques useful to analyze data that are spatially an/or672

temporally correlated (reported in Supplementary Materials, Appendix 1). Multiple673
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regression analyses have been suggested in the past and more recently by Wagenmak-674

ers et al. (2022) to evaluate the robustness of one’s results to changes in regression675

techniques. Thus, we followed this recommendation to check whether our results are676

simply a function of the technique used (especially the significance of coefficients).677

All three regression techniques, independently performed by the authors, result in678

similar effect sizes, signs of coefficients, and significance of the independent variables679

regressed on energy consumption (Supplementary Materials, Appendix 1).680
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